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the website. On the front is a stylized
picture of a 390X, as shown at the top of
this newsletter, and on the back is
displayed the website address.
If
Can you believe it's already August? interested, there are pictures on the
July marked the one
year anniversary of the
Stingers in Registry by Model
chriscraftstingers.com
wesbite! There are now
close to 375 Stingers
260
documented
in
the
312
registry.
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2011 newsletter!
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As I documented Stingers in the
registry, I began to wonder just how
many Stingers were built, where they
were built, and which years were the
most popular. I worked with the data
and
found
some
interesting information
about the Stingers. I
have displayed some of
this information on the
graph to the left. The
graph
shows
the
number and model of
each type of Stinger in
the registry. Note that
the number of Stingers
only
represents
Stingers documented in
the registry – not the
number of Stingers built
by Chris-Craft. But the
numbers do show the
relative distribution of
Stingers in the registry.
I
believe
this
is
0 20 40 60 80 100120
representative of the
distribution of Stingers
actually built.

I continue to make
modifications to the
website.
In July, I
added a new page to
the
website
titled
“Maps”. Clicking on this
page will display a map
with the location of
Stingers in the registry
marked on it. I thought
it might be interesting to
see just where the
Stingers ended up. The
location of a boat is not
precise – at best it
shows the city the boat
Parts page!
is located in and at worst it just shows
state or country.
As always, if you have any information
on a Stinger, or are looking to buy a
The History page has been updated
boat or parts, please feel free to contact
with information from the book Drug
me at ccstinger@gmail.com. Han.
Busters, by Henry Rasmussen. This
book documents technology used by
The Most Popular Stinger
various US government agencies in the
1980s for drug interdiction purposes.
Last month, I concluded a series of
This book has information and pictures
articles that focused on just what the
on Stinger 390Xs used by the US
hull number can tell you about your
customs agency. Take a look at the
Stinger. This month, I'm starting a
History page to find out more.
series of articles on what has been
learned from the Stingers documented
I've added a new item to the Parts page
in the registry.
I'm most proud of: an official T-shirt for

What the graph shows is that the
Stinger 260 model was the most popular
model, followed by the 312 and 390.
Specifically, 30% of the Stingers in the
registry are 260s, 20% are 312s, and
10% are 390s.
These numbers are interesting, but I
was curious as to why the 260s were
the most popular models.
My first
thought was that the 260s were
produced every year during the full run
of Stingers, that is, from 1982 – 1989.
But that can't be the only reason, as the
312s and 390s were (for the most part)
built every year as well.
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So what other reasons would make the
260s more popular? Perhaps it had to
do with price. The Chris-Craft price
schedule for July 1, 1984 lists the prices
for the 260s starting at $40,195 and
going to $48,995. The same price
schedule lists the 312s starting at
$59,995 and topping out at $130,595 for
a 312 Competition model. And what
about the top of the line 390s? – they
started at $93,695 with a top price of
$152,695.
Just to give you an idea of how much
money this was, I calculated what the
boats' factory price would be today,
adjusting for inflation. In 2011 dollars,
the 260s would have cost $83,239 $101,463, the 312s would have cost

$124,243 - $270,448 and the 390s fantasy without the responsibility of the
would have cost $194,032 - $316,215. larger Stingers.
Yikes!
If the 260s were the most popular
But perhaps the 260s were more model, what were the least popular?
popular because they were easier to The answer: the 334s and 385s (or, at
transport and more versatile? The 260s least, they were the least bought
weigh about 6,000 lbs and are 26' in models). The most likely reason these
length – quite large to trailer around appear to be the least popular is that
even today. The 390s weigh about they were only built in late 1988 – 1989.
10,000 lbs and are 39' feet in length – This was after Murray Chris-Craft had
quite the handful. Such a boat requires been sold to OMC.
a stout tow vehicle.
In next month's newsletter, I will delve
My guess is that the 260s were popular deeper into the numbers to show just
for all of these reasons. The 260s how many Stingers were built by year.
offered a good performing, good looking
boat at a reasonable price, especially
for a new boat owner. They allowed the
buyer to live out their “Miami Vice”
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Stingers for Sale
If you are interested in one of the boats for sale, and need more information, please
contact me at ccstinger@gmail.com.

Model:
1987 202
Location:
Thornburry, Ontario, Canada
Asking Price: $7,900
20ft Stinger, new 4.3L V6 from Mercury, only 4 hours, thru hull
exhust, new bildge pump, new blower, new shifter cables, new
gauges, new sterio by Fusion with transom remote and internal
ipod dock, new gimbel and belows, new swim ladder, new cobra
vhf, new compass, trailer in good shape. boat sounds great, runs
great. Possible trade (or partial trade) on 30ft++ sailboat.

Model:
1982 260 SL LTD
Location:
Muskegan, MI
Asking Price: $12,000
1986 Chris-Craft 260 Stinger INCLUDES COMPASS, VHF RADIO,
STEREO, TRIM TABS, TABLE, DROP OUT BUCKET SEATS, SUNDECK,
THRU HULL EXHAUST, ARCH, COCKPIT COVER, DUAL BATTERIES,
PORTA POTTI AND TANDEM AXLE TRAILER. - CUDDY CABIN

Model:
1987 312
Location:
Chesterfield, MI
Asking Price: $12,500
Good shape, Twin 454, 670 hours, Newer interior, new bimini, runs
excellent $12500 Trailer available. Call Bryan @ 586 321 6594
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Model:
1984 260
Location:
Anderson, SC
Asking Price: eBay Auction
This here is a 1984 Chris Craft Stinger 260 with a 2008 aluminum
double axle trailer. Has twin smallblock chevy 350 engines with
eldelbrock alum. intake and holley carbs. Alpha I drives. Has thru
hull exhaust with steel manifolds and risers(less than 2yrs old).
Drop down bolsters and cuddy cabin below. The boat hasnt been
ran or in water since summer of 2009. May need some tuning
and/or updating of gimbal hoses and water pump propellers. A
good solid hull boat and its just not in my budget to hold onto any
longer so good luck bidding! Also have the the spoiler/wing that
bolts across the engine hatch as well. Also have the fiberglass
swim platform with no damages as well. Its just a different color
from the previous paint from when I purchased it!

Model:
1988 375
Location:
St Petersburg, FL
Asking Price: $34,720
Chris Craft Stinger's race proven hull with custom graphics, a pair
of big 502 ci/575hp supercharged V8's w Wiend blowers, stainless
exhaust, Borg Warner transmissions, and TRS drives make for a
potentially ultra performance go-fast. The big blocks are reported
to have been recently rebuilt w nearly no hours. This Stinger is a
project boat in need of a thorough refit. All the pieces are there
and ready for completion. Motivated seller wants boat sold,
reasonable offers encouraged. (trailer NOT included)

Model:
1988 202
Location:
Florida Keys, FL
Asking Price: $5,500
CHRIS CRAFT STINGER 202 1988 MOTOR CHEVY 350 PATA ALFA 1
EMPELENTE NUEVO PROPELA DE STEEL PISO NUEVO RELOSJES
NUEVOS PANEL DE SUICHER NUEVO TRAILER DE DOS HEJES EN
BUENAS CONDISIONES GOMAS COMO NUEVAS EL BOTE CORRE
BIEN NECESITA INTERIOR LLAMAR AL 786-379-1972
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Model:
1984 260 SL
Location:
Poughkeepsie, OH
Asking Price: $3,000
26.5 foot 260 stinger in fair condition twin 5.7L V-8 mercruiser I/O engines &
outdrives run good. Boat needs TLC call walter 845 518 0626

Model:
1987? 222
Location:
Sacramento, CA
Asking Price: $11,900
1988 Chriscraft Stinger, Tandum axel trailer included. Mercrury
outdrive. 11900. obo Please call the seller for more details and
information @ 916-539-3975 Do not respond to this add by email,
there will be no response.

Model:
1987 202
Location:
Ringwood, NJ
Asking Price: $2,200
Hull is in good condition, stringers and transome look good. has a
4.3 ltr V6 Merc Cruiser engine but it is seized with a rod knock...it
is not cracked. Boat needs interior and it comes with the trailer
shown in the first photo. Clear title Pickup only from 07456 Cash.
SOLD AS IS ...call 973-839-1066 to discuss
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Model:
1988 312
Location:
Chesapeake, OH
Asking Price: $20,000
1988-2010 Chris Craft Stinger 312 You're bidding on a one of a
kind 1988 Chris Craft Stinger 312. Winning Bidder will get a GREAT
Boat and alot of fun times on the water. Boat is currently in dry
storage and still winterized. Boat has seen RAIN 1 Time in the 4
Years i've owned it. Custom Paint / Interior / Engines and Many
More! Serious Bidders Only - Please Contact me by Email with Any
Questions HutchJ69@zoominternet.net or Call me at 304-736-1185
and ask for Jeremy 9pm-6pm EST Tuesday through Saturday
--------- Repowers / Rebuilt 2009-2010 New PPG Paint with 3 Coats
of Clear sanded and buffed in 2009 New Livorsi 5'' Monster
Gauges with GPS SPEEDO with Carbon Fiber faces Knock Censors /
Oxigen Censors in 09 -------------- New Alpine CD player 2 Marine
Controllers ( 1 on Dash, 1 on Back of Boat ) with 1600 MMATS Big
D on 4 JL12WO JL300/4 AMP on 4 Pairs of JL 6.5 Co-Axels Front/Rear
in 2009 -------------- Engines are Ford 460 30 over Full Roller Motor
2009-2010 Pro Comp Heads - Ported/Shaved 100 Thousand
Edelbrock Air gap Intake Fel Pro Marine Gaskets Edelbrock 750
Marine Carb with 119 Jets Mains and Secondaries Edelbrock High
Volume Water Pump Ford Facing Valve Covers - PBM Roller Rocker
1.7 MSD Distributors / 6AL BOX / 8.8 mm Wires Auto Light Racing
Plugs / Malory Coils ARP Mains / Rod Bolts "Custom Cams" - Roller
Cam with Comp Cam Roller Lifters (Lift is 595 602) Seal Power
Forged Flat Top 30 Over Pistons Melling High Volume Oil Pump
Stock Crank/ Rods -------------- New Refrigerator in 2008 New
Cockpit Interior in 2009 ( All Wood Was Replaced With Plywood
With Resin Coating) New Trim Tabs / Pump in 2009 New Trim Motor
in 2009 New Battery in 2009-2010 New Starter / Alternator in 2009
New "Hydromotive" 4 Blade 24 Pitch Props in 2010 -------------Purple Neons In Cock Pit / Engine Compartment and Under Swim
Platform 4 Inch Threw Hull Exhaust (65 MPH at 4900 RPM at WOT)
OMC King Cobra Out Drives -------------- Trailer is 3 Axel Trailer that
was made for the boat in 1988 (Not sure of the Brand Name) 2
New Tires - Other 4 have 75% Tred New Paint New Hydrolic Slave
Cylinders -------------- *** ISSUE WITH THE BOAT *** ENGINES HAVE
TO BE SHUT DOWN BEFORE SWITCHING FORWARD TO REVERSE
BECAUSE OF SWITCHING FROM POINTS TO ELECTRONIC IGNITION (
There Maybe A Fix Out There, But Haven't Been Able To Find
Anyone With Answer Around Here) AND PAINT HAS MINOR WEAR
AND TEAR ON OUT DRIVES WILL TRADE ONLY FOR 04-UP 4 DOOR
FORD F650 COMPLETE

Model:
1987 312 Fittipaldi
Location:
Dodge Center, MN
Asking Price: $27,000
A great go fast boat that will impress everyone when flying by. Red in color
with white and red accents interior that are stunning for the 30 yr old
vessel. Grey interior for the aft cabin w/toilet, sink and older radio
with room to spare. Radar arch with Lowarnce depth finder for
finding fish or that shoal. Twin 454 Chevrolet engines and
outdrives that will push the boat to speeds of 60 and more. Triple
axel aluminum trailer included that is very easy to pull and
manuevor.
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Model:
1987 312
Location:
St Louis, MO
Asking Price: $21,999
1987 CHRIS CRAFT STINGER; 33' BOAT; NEARLY EVERYTHING IS
NEW, NEW, NEW!! BRAND NEW 454 MERCRUISER'S MAGNUMS,
BRAND NEW OUTDRIVES, ALL NEW INTERIOR (INSIDE & OUT),
BRAND NEW TOP COVER, GEL COATED, NEW BEARINGS AND TIRES
ON TRAILER, $5,000 INCREDIBLE STEREO SYSTEM, OVER $80,000
INVESTED. THIS BOAT IS IN NEAR NEW CONDITION AND SIMPLY
MUST BE SEEN. THESE PICTURES WERE JUST TAKEN DAYS AGO.
CLEAN PALATE; ADD YOUR PERSONAL TOUCHES TO THIS BOAT
AND YOU ARE DONE. CALL ME IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR
HAVE A TRADE, NEED ASSISTANCE WITH SHIPPING OR FINANCING.
THIS IS AN ABSOLUTE STEAL!!!!!!!!!! CALL JOE @ 314-540-0525
FOR MORE INFORMATION!!

Model:
1986 390X
Location:
Howell, NJ
Asking Price: $29,000
39', big motors, 540 cu inch, 3 Speedmaster drives, big HP, turn
key, trlr Miami Vice Boat, lots of money invested, best buy in book,
$29,000 O/B/O, (732)682-5183.

Model:
1987 390X
Location:
Ft Lauderdale, FL
Asking Price: $74,999
Boat entirely rebuilt. Engines replaced with 496 mercruiser
engines. low hours. All new wireing ect. Myco trailor included
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Model:
1988 313
Location:
Miami, FL
Asking Price: $23,800
UP FOR SALE IS MY 1988 ORIGINAL 313 CHRIS CRAFT STINGER
31FT. W/ TWIN 2003 YAMAHA F225s FOUR STROKE MOTORS.
TRAILER IS A 2001 TORINO WEB-ON TRAILER. THE MOTORS HAVE
VERY LOW HOURS. ONE HAS 240 HRS AND THE OTHER HAS 170.
THE BOAT IS SOLID. NO SOFT SPOTS. BOAT RUNS PERFECT. NEEDS
MINOR COSMETIC UPHOLSTERY WORK. $23,800 OR BEST OFFER,
WILL SELL HULL WITHOUT POWER NOR RIGGING FOR $9,000. NO
DREAMERS OR JOY RIDES. NO SEA TRIALS WITHOUT A DEPOSIT.
CALL ME IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS. ROLAND 305.298.0339

Model:
1986 260
Location:
Buffalo, NY
Asking Price: $8,500
For Sale my 1986 Chris Craft Stinger 260. Twin Mercruiser
260(Chevy 350's) with Alpha drives. One new engine and one with
957 hours. Boat is in good condition and runs great but doesn't
use a lot of gas. This boat is turn key and ready to go for the
season. Reason I'm offering is I would like to upgrade. Twin axle
aluminum trailer included. $8500.00/BO. Call Jim @716 440 2155
for more details.

Model:
1987 202
Location:
Hessel, MI
Asking Price: $13,000
1987 Chris Craft Stinger 202 V-8 with thru haul exhaust 3 passenger Needs
a new seat cushion Sharp looking boat $3000.00 If interested please call
or text 906-430-1992 906-430-1969
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Model:
1985 260 SL
Location:
McGregor, MI
Asking Price: $11,300
26' 1985 Chris Craft Stinger for sale. 2 260HP motors. Comes with trailer.
This boat is in good condition with newer apholstry. The exterior color is
red/white and the cuddy is grey. There is a newer stereo system,
small sink with storage area and porta potti below, a bimini top
and cockpit cover. I can email extra photos if needed.

Model:
1984? 260 SL
Location:
Beverly, MA
Asking Price:
Free Chris Craft Stinger 260. Need it off my trailer. Needs complete
rebuild... THIS IS A PROJECT. Has NO engines or outdrives. Does have
the gimbal housings and bell housings. Trailer in pictures not
included. I bought it without paperwork and that is how it will be
sold. I do have 4 jackstands available for $200.00 if needed.

Model:
1984 390X
Location:
Bothel, WA
Asking Price: $5,500
This boat runs like a top. V6 LX motor mercruiser newer motor 100
hrs, fresh crate motor rebuilt alpha 1, stainless steel prop. three
seater. deluxe trailer the interior is a little worn and the finish has
dulled but this boat is a blast at seafair. 22' boat, perfect for
Seafair!
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Model:
1987 202
Location:
Huntington, WV
Asking Price: $3,800
1987 chris craft 202 stinger with chevy small block engine less than 200 hrs.
use. with cockpit cover asking $3800.00 606-836=8852

Model:
1988 375
Location:
Essington, PA
Asking Price: $24,000
Chris Craft Stinger 375 38' with a nearly 10' beam, much wider
than other boats of this size. Powered by twin 454 Mercruisers and
Trs drives ,(drives replaced this spring). Imco full hydraulic
steering, stainless props (2 sets), 3 new batteries (7/11) with on
board 3 bank charger. Cabin sleeps 4 with air/heat, full head with
real toilet and lectra-san unit ( no need for a holding tank).
Pressure hot and cold water and dockside hookup. Galley has
microwave, sink,, and stove and small refrigerator. Stereo with
amps and subs. Cable tv hookup, VHF radio,,Gps. Bimini top. The
boat is in good shape for its age, not many around and much
roomier than the other offshore boats. My interests have changed,,
and i"m getting out of boating. 610 637 3011 before 9 pm

Model:
1986 260 SL
Location:
Villa Ridge, MO
Asking Price: $13,995
I am selling a 86 chris craft stinger, boat is in excellent shape for it's age ,
interior looks excellent as well as exterior. Boat has twin 350s with alpha
1 drives. It is on a 2006 rolco tandem torsion axle trailer with disc
brakes on each wheel, and electric over hydraulic brakes. Only
selling boat bc I'm interested in a larger boat , has been a great
boat and hate to sell it. 13995 $ thanks Ryan. 636 226 6445. R
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Model:
1984 390X
Location:
Duluth, MN
Asking Price: $26,900
1984 Chris Craft 390 Stinger Boat for sale. Length overall with
swim platform is 42'. Has two 454's with new velvet transmission,
TRS drives, all new bearings and seals and Kieffer trim tabs. On
triple axel Eagle trailer. Turn-key Miami Vice cruiser! If interested in
purchasing call 715-372-4797. (similar to Fountain, Formula, Baja,
cigarette or cigar boats)

Model:
1985 390X
Location:
Port Clinton, OH
Asking Price: eBay Auction
UP FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION TO BID IS A 1985 CHRIS CRAFT 390X
39 FOOT STINGER with 2 BIG BLOCK 454'S CALL 419-680-5548 (cell)
AND WILL ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS.... RUNS NICE BUT MAY
NEED ALITTLE WORK AUCTION INCLUDES TRIPLE AXEL TRAILER
ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE ASK..........CALL 419-355-1761 LOOK AT
PICTURES CAREFULLY AND DECIDE THIS CHRIS CRAFT STINGER
AND TRAILER FOR PICK UP ONLY......... THANKS

Model:
1987 260
Location:
North East, MD
Asking Price: $10,000
For sale is a nice stinger 260. Motors are twin 350 mercruisers with
roller cams and thru hull exhaust. Motors have 5 hours run time.
New gimble and and all bellows starboard drive and recent gimble
and bellows port side drive. New manifolds on starboard motor.
Stainless props at 23 pitch on alpha one drives. Decent factory
interior with bolster seats and bench back seat. Runs good. Comes
with a dual axle load rite trailer.
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Model:
1983 260 SL
Location:
Mashpee, MA
Asking Price: $8,900
26 foot, twin 260 hp Mercruiser GM 350's with Alpha drives, good
running condition, quiet through hub exhaust. Hull is blue. Full
camper top, cabin sleeps two, sun bed over engines, large bench
seat, double drop down bolster at helm. Full teak swim platform
and stainless steel ladder. Could use some minor work but it is in
very usable condition as is. Comes with new VHF, two anchors,
chains and lines, life jackets and Loadright aluminum bunk trailer
in good condition. Ready to go, will demo for serious buyer. $8900
with trailer. More pictures soon. Call seven seven four-two 08-3355

Model:
1984 260 SL
Location:
Chincoteague, VA
Asking Price: eBay Auction
Here is nice boat. I'm going through Divorce this is another boat
of my ex husband left me . My ex husband have been a Marine
mechanic for the last 25 years, and this is one of boat that the
customer didn't have money to FIX ...So now I have to take it
sale....I have the title and bill of sale for the boat & bill of sale for
the trailer Last summer the two engines was change, my ex
husband bought (2) Rebuilt for $8400.00, ((2) New water pump
($380.00), ((2)New fuel pump($396.00)),((2) New Marine
Carburetor($890.00)), (New oil, for the New Engnes($120.00)),
((2)New oil filters($80.00)), ((2)New starter motor(($270.00)),
(( 4)exhaust systemt($2400.00), ((2) High output
alternator(($480.00)).((16) New Sparck Plugs($140.00)), Those
repair have be done for the two engines). The two outdrives ((2)
stainless steel propellers. I have the trailer for the boat which it go
with the boat, the trailer have be complete repair with the (4 New
tires ), New lights, (4 New wheel bearing ), New brakes, New
master brake($1400.00) The boat have to be put together, the
motors and outdrives My ex husband spend almost $12700.00
Everything is inside the boat. I spent the time to securing
everything inside the boat The location of the boat is at
Chincoteague, VA 23336.. The boat need to be cleaner..The
interior of the boat is in Good condition. The exterior of this boat is
in Good condition The boat have very spacious engine rooms for
easier access Please feel free to ask any question.The boat can be
see by appointment The boat can be see by appointment due to
the fact that I live 3hours always. This is a link for you to see more
picture ITEM IS SOLD AS IS, WHERE IS AS_IS .... IF YOU HAVE 0
FEED BACK PLEASE DO NOT BID! ... if you have negative feedback
PLEASE DO NOT BID! The buyer is responsible for vehicle pickup or
shipping
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Model:
1986 260 SL
Location:
Laveen, AZ
Asking Price: $5,500
1986 Chris Craft Stinger 260 26 feet ocean boat, twin 350
Chevrolets. Radar arch, remote spotlight, drop down bolster seats,
porta potty, sink, icebox/fridge. Has been sitting for a few years.
Needs paint and other work. Bought for a project 2 years ago and
did not finish. Never had it running or in the water. Hull is great.
Good interior-needs cleaned. Shorelander trailer included. $5800
OBO Call or Text Jeff at 602-909-1713

Model:
1987 202
Location:
Minneapolis, MN
Asking Price: $7,450
1987 Chris Craft Stinger 202 Offshore Speedboat for sale. I have
had a lot of interest in this boat, however, I need to mention the
seating is limited to 3 people only. This is a very special boat that
was only built one year. It is all original right down to the teal
graphics on the side. The upholstery is exceptionally nice. It also
has a special order 225 horse Mercruiser motor with alpha
outdrive and thru hull exhaust. The motor was remanufactured by
Tri-Star Engine in Baldwin, Wisconsin. It has about 50 hours
running time. This boat has VDO gauges with factory tilt steering
wheel. Huge sunpad and twin swim platforms. Shorelander trailer
is included. Must see to appreciate this rare boat. This boat draws
attention wherever it goes. Has been stored inside. Price
$7,450.00 Call (712) 330-2951

Model:
1986 222
Location:
Glen Burnie, MD
Asking Price: $1,500
1986 chris craft stinger needs motor and seats but is a nice sound boat with
a new trailer with hydro breaks boat is all black with some new gauges i
got it to rebuild and ran out of time and money this is a very hard
boat to find did not make many of them. has working outdrive and
new steering cables about 2 years new bellows and new stainless
tips NEEDS A NEW MOTOR THE BOAT CAME WITH A 350 4 BOLIT
MAIN THE FLOOE WAS REPLACED IN THE BOAT BUT NEEDS TO BE
REDONE OVER STARTING GET SOFT ON THE SIDES
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Model:
1989 385
Location:
Watkins Glenn, NY
Asking Price: $39,900
1989 38 ft. Chris-Craft 385 Stinger Shore Power Battery Charger Dock
Lights High Performance Twin Tabs Air Conditioning/Heat Horizon GPS
Silent Choice Exhaust *Motor rebuilt at 550 hours *950 hours on
boat *Boat, motor, and drives in very good condition *Drives have
been checked this Spring *Includes 2010 Nextral tri-axle aluminum
trailer with brakes on 2 axles (12,500 lbs capacity)

Model:
1988 260
Location:
Mannington, NJ
Asking Price: $12,900
I have a 1988 Chris Craft Stinger 260 with twin 350 mercruisers in turnkey
condition. Very dependable and economical boat to run. Overall the boat
is in good condition, mechanically sound just needs some
cosmetics. Boat has a great ride and a cuddy big enough for two
or three. Most of the interior is new the tops of the bolsters show
signs of age,it has your normal scratches and nicks that goes with
a 24 yr old boat.Trailer is a 1999 Myco trailer which could use a
little TLC, but functional. Boat was last used memorial weekend
this year. Boating season is in full swing. Make an offer, need to
sell asap. Call 856-297-1212 with any questions, need more pixs,
or want to see the boat.

Model:
1989 260
Location:
Dorchester, Ontario, Canada
Asking Price: $5,995
1989 CHRIS CRAFT 260 STINGER W/ TRAILER.$5995.00 IN AMAZING
SHAPE. NO MOTOR BUT EVERYTHING ELSE. FOR MORE DETAILS
PLEASE CONTACT JACK @ 519-521-1685
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Model:
1985 260 SL
Location:
Lusby, MD
Asking Price: $65,000
Too much to list - Complete Restoration, New Twin Merc 383 stroker
packages with Bravo outdrives (all New, still under warranty(3yr
warranty) and avail extended warranty. Complete drivetrain put in
last year. has trailer and kept on a boat lift, "all" work
professionally done by Marina/certified mechanic. Not a handyman
special. Have all receipts and documentation top to bottom.
Comes with Slip fees paid for the rest of the year, full use and on
remote controlled lift. ***Guage cluster is the only thing on the
boat that has not been upgraded, updated or replaced yet on
entire boat*** Call for details Job Change, Moving to PA Contact JD
410-231-4552 call for more info and pics

Model:
1988 312
Location:
Harrison Township, MI
Asking Price: $34,900
Boat house kept. Rare Bimini blue. Never in salt water. Twin 454 inboard
engines with K-planes. No trailer. Call 586 899 3141

Model:
1987 260
Location:
Pasadena, MD
Asking Price: $3,900
twins 350 mercruiser alfa one out drives trim tabs engines and out drives
runs good needs tlc. Tamdem trailer avalible for $950
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Model:
1988 312
Location:
Pueblo, CO
Asking Price: $25,000
Chris Craft Stinger 312 for sale. 1988 with 350 original hours. Twin Ford
460's 7.5L engines. Both run perfectly all camed up with new eddlebrock
carburators. Boat is in immaculate condition for its age. Has
cabbin with table and couch, 2 beds, sink, refridgerator, LOUD
stereo with 16 speakers and subwoofer and 3 amplifiers. Will run
65mph at Pueblo Resivor Asking $25,000 OBO If interested, please
call 719-568-3966

Model:
1987 202
Location:
Miami, FL
Asking Price: $7,800
21" chris craft en perfectas condiciones ,bote de carrera, motos mer cruser
4.3 ,pata alpha one ,super rapido ,trailer casi nuebo ,4 gomas nuebas,
para preguntas llamar al: Cell:786-413-5701

Model:
1986 260 SL
Location:
Lake of the Ozarks, MO
Asking Price: $8,900
1986 Chris Craft Stinger 260, twin 350 magnums, alpha one outdrives, sits
on a lift always, we don't use the boat anymore, new baby. Really it just
needs cleaned up and it's ready to go. $100 deposit to water test,
for serious buyers, the boat is winterized. $100 goes toward
purchase price if bought, if not goes to rewinterize. The boat looks
awesome on the water whether running or sitting still. Really hate
to let it go because it's a hot rod, but the motors are stock so it
runs everytime! I think 900-950 hours or so. 24 degree deadrise
on the performance hull. Call, email, or text with questions. Come
and look, make a cash offer! Lots of summer left to enjoy the boat,
fall is a gorgeous time to boat!! I have a trailer for another boat, I
can deliver the boat if not too far, negotiable. $8900.00.
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Model:
1987 312
Location:
St Clair, MI
Asking Price: $14,000
1987 chris craft 312 stinger twin 454 merc rund and drives great needs
very little work to be great comes with tri axle trailer and newer
interior call frank for more info 8108242937

